
September 30, 2019 

ADDENDUM #2 

Intelligent Transit System 
RFP # 19-T054 

 
 
THIS ADDENDUM IS ISSUED TO: 
 

 Provide answers to potential submitter’s questions 
 

 Provide clarifications, deletions and/or revisions on certain 
sections of this Request for Qualifications 

 

 Deadline for Submission of Any Additional Questions or 
Clarifications is extended to:  September 26, 2019 at 2:00 p.m. 
 

 Statement of Qualifications Due Date is extended to:  October 14, 
2019 at 2:00 p.m. 
 

 
 
ALL TERMS OF THE SOLICITATION REMAIN THE SAME UNLESS CHANGED THROUGH A WRITTEN AMENDMENT OR 
ADDENDUM TO THIS SOLICITATION.  NO ORAL CHANGES ARE BINDING.  CHANGES MUST BE IN THE FORM OF A WRITTEN 
ADDENDUM.  

PROPOSERS MUST ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM IN FORM F-1 IN THEIR 
PROPOSAL.  FAILURE TO DO SO MAY INVALIDATE THEIR PROPOSAL. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



Supplier Questions and Responses  
 
 

 
 

1. Can Trinity Metro confirm that all vehicles across each mode (Rail, Paratransit & Bus) are 

equipped with MP70's or MG90's already? If so, do all modems have a GPS antenna installed as 

well?  

      Response: We are currently installing the Sierra Wireless MG 90 and MP 70 across the fleet and in 

non-revenue support vehicles.  All MG 90 routers will have two sim cards for the two different 

carriers, WiFi, and GPS and their associated antennae.  A response regarding the Rail vehicles will 

be provided at a later date. 

 

2. How many available (unused) ports are there on the existing MG90s?  

       Response: Two (2) are currently in use (Farebox, HNVR) leaving Three (3) available plus One (1) 

auxiliary port for future use.  If an additional switch is required for expansion, please provide. 

 

3. What is second radio in the MG90 used for (i.e. passenger WiFi)?   

       Response: We are utilizing the second sim for passenger WiFi only on a limited basis for our new 

DASH route which involves four (4) electric buses.  In all other instances the second sim is for 

redundancy in case of outage of the other carrier. 

 
4. If GPS is existing, is it consumed by another system? If so, what is that system?   

       Response: GPS is hard wired to the Video System and the MG 90 all other systems will need   to 

connect to the MG 90 to receive the GPS signal over ethernet. 

5. Is a train-the-trainer format an option for Trinity Metro, specifically for Vehicle Operator 

training?   

       Response: This can be discussed as an option in the contract but will depend greatly on 

what the winning Vendor can supply for training material.   

 

 

 

 



6.  Section 17. Training and Documentation, P32: Would digital copies alone suffice? If not, how 

many copies of printed user documentation are required?  Again this is negotiable.  We have 

done this both ways with the Vendor providing the documentation or just providing the 

digital media and we produce the material.  Operator training documentation should be 

physical if it will be provided to the operators. 

       Response:   This is negotiable.  We have done this both ways with the Vendor providing the 

documentation or just providing the digital media and we produce the material.  Operator 

training documentation should be physical if it will be provided to the operators. 

 

7. The RFP mentions your existing Ranger solution. The existing solution does not include voice 

integration. Please clarify if voice integration with the existing solution is required? Please also 

clarify, if you would like the ability for communication between the proposed CAD/AVL solution 

and Ranger units?   

      Response: “Voice” is provided by the P25 Motorola Radios on the vehicles.  For this optional   

piece, we would like the Ranger information to be displayed in the new CAD/AVL system. 

 

8. The quantity of vehicles for paratransit does not appear to include provider vehicles. Is this 

something that should be taken into account with the final RFP submission?   

        Response: Not at this time. 

 

9. What equipment is desired to be integrated with the Paratransit in-vehicle solution from the 

bullets provided on page 24? (for example, Genfare farebox).   

        Response:  Ranger, Route Mapping, On Time Performance, Healthy Bus. 

 

10. Who is the vendor of Infotransit? Is Infotransit on all vehicles? What is the integration to this 

device?  

     

     Response: It is provided by Luminator and is only on the four electric DASH buses (1901 – 

1904). 
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11. Are the lockable enclosures that IVLU's are to be installed in already present on all the  vehicles?  

       Response: There are lockable enclosures on all vehicles; however the lockable enclosure on the 

Paratransit fleet is limited on space and the majority of it is consumed by the DVR.  

 

12. Can Trinity Metro confirm that other than workstations and existing WLAN, as specified in the 

RFP, all other network hardware will be provided by the contractor?   

        Response: We have a VMware virtual environment for servers, radio dispatch PCs for fixed 

route and paratransit; any other physical equipment will need to be provided by the vendor. 

 

13. Scope of Work, Background (page 18) states that the contractor shall provide all servers, 

software, infrastructure, etc. for ITS operation. 

 Does Trinity Metro have an existing virtual environment that can be used to provision the central 

system servers? 

i. If so, would Trinity Metro entertain using the existing environment?  

     Response:  We would prefer to utilize the existing VMware environment and Oracle database 

servers. 

ii. If the ITS central system can be configured in an existing system, what are the current 

specifications of the environment?   

      Response: The environment can be expanded as needed; please provide requirements. 

 

14. If a full hardware/software solution (servers, storage, networking, hypervisor, O/S, etc.) is 

        necessary to create a new/separate virtual environment to host the ITS, are there any third-

party components that Trinity Metro will provide such as licensing for anti-virus, file backup and 

recovery services, operating systems, database, etc.  

      Response: Not applicable to Trinity Metro. 

 

15. Scope of Work, Background (page 19) states that Trinity Metro will provide end user 

workstation devices. Does this include laptops or tablets for supervisor/non-revenue vehicles 

(see also Scope of Work, Section 1.1, page 22)? 

       Response:  Yes, If provided by the contractor, do the laptops or tablets need to be ruggedized 

devices?  Will not be required if physically mounted in the vehicles.  Multiple laptop 
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replacements can be performed for the same cost of a ruggedized laptop.  Tablets that will be 

used outside vehicles should be ruggedized. 

 

16. Scope of Work, Background (page 20) states that the system should be able to integrate into a 

Microsoft Remote Desktop environment. Is this remote desktop environment to be provided by 

the contractor or does Trinity Metro have an existing Microsoft Remote Desktop environment 

that the applications will be incorporated into? If provided by the contractor, what is the 

expected maximum number of remote desktop users?   

       Response” This will be provided by Trinity Metro.  Please provide confirmation that the 

applications can be used with Remote Desktop/Remote Apps.  We do NOT utilize fat clients on 

our end user desktops. 

 

17. Scope of Work, Section 3 (page 25) and Scope of Work, Section 4 (page 27), includes an incomplete 

sentence referring to a virtual environment. Please clarify the intent of this statement.  

       Response: We need a virtual space where we can perform what-if scenarios in a real-time 

simulated environment that can easily be pushed to and implemented in production.  I.e. – a 

convention is coming to town, what are the best options for rerouting traffic during specific times 

of day; detours on the fly in congested areas (downtown). 

 

18.  Matrix item 1.1.17.5 states “Operations Personnel.” 

       Response: Please confirm that these are vehicle operators for fixed-route and paratransit. 

 
19.  Matrix item 3.1.3 states “The system shall provide an automatic fallback and backup system for 

Trinity Metro in case of power outage or unforeseen difficulties.” 
a. Is this in reference to a Disaster Recovery system at a remote location?   Response: No 
b. If not, can you please clarify what is required? Response: All requirements in the matrix outlined 

the RFP is required.    
 
 
20. Matrix item 3.1.8 states “System shall allow automatic and forced acknowledgement of user-

configurable alerts; including but not limited to bus being off route, schedule adherence, on-time 
performance.”  Can you please clarify what is by “automatic and forced acknowledgement”?   

 
       Response: Automatic will return a notification when the Alert has reached its destination.  Forced 

will require Operator input that the Alert has been received to allow the system to proceed. 
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21. The RFP calls for integration to the existing onboard InfoDev APC system on the paratransit 

fleet.  Ridership reporting for paratransit is typically accomplished by the Paratransit 

Scheduling system that also interacts with the fleet in real-time.  Can you confirm that Trinity 

Metro has APC sensors on the paratransit fleet and that the proposed solution should integrate 

to them? 

        Response   No APC’s on the paratransit fleet. 

22.  Matrix item 1.1.25 states “The VLUs shall be installed in lockable enclosures.”  Most buses have a 

lockable cabinet for electronics.  And during the pre-bid, buses were not available to review. 

a. Can Trinity METRO identify the quantity of vehicles (fixed-route buses, paratransit vehicles, and 

train Sets that may require a lockable enclosure?  

 Response:  Already identified in previous questions. 

b. If not, will Trinity METRO remove this from the RFP, as vehicles that already have a lockable 

cabinet will increase the price?   

Response: No 

23. Can Trinity Metro clarify how many students are to be trained separately for bus (and the options 

for paratransit and rail), by the following categories? 

Response: 

Number of each:  

System Administrators 2 (Train The Trainer) 

Planners/Schedulers 2 (Train The Trainer) 

Operations Supervisors 2 (Train The Trainer) 

Controllers/Dispatchers  2 (Train The Trainer) 

Maintenance personnel responsible for Clever Devices Equipment 10 

Operator Trainers all (approx.. 325) 

   Marketing  2 (Train The Trainer) 

   Customer Service  2 (Train The Trainer) 
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24. Section 5 of the RFP lists a Voice Announcement System. Can you please confirm that this is 
the Public Address (PA) system? 

1. If not, can you clarify what the Voice Announcement System is?  
 
 

Response: For PA system, all our buses are using Clever Devices Speakeasy2. Only a few old 
Newflyer 400’s still has Doubletalk for PA. Doubletalk was out of business a while back. In 
the past, when Doubletalk system failed, we would convert them to Speakeasy2. 

 
 

25. Section 5 lists GPS as existing onboard equipment. Can you please provide the make 
and model of the GPS component? 

        Response: Sierra Wireless MG90,  

 

Is it provided by the MG90?  

 

Response Yes 
 

26. Section 5 lists AVL as existing onboard equipment. Can you please provide the make and 
model of the AVL component?  

 

      Response: NextBus/Cubic 
 

27. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze FX OPS and 
reference the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical requirements 
other than to interface with Trapeze FX OPS. Without technical requirements, 
compliance can result in no integration, which has zero cost, or extensive integration, 
which is very costly. This makes evaluation of proposals subjective. Can Trinity METRO 
please provide the functional requirements associated with interfacing to Trapeze FX 
OPS?  

 

Response: The technical requirements to interface with FX OPS would have to be provided 

to you through Trapeze Software Group as it is a licensed product. 

 

If not, will Trinity METRO consider removing the Trapeze FX OPS interface from the RFP?   

Response: No, Trinity Metro has a considerable investment in Trapeze Products and relies 
upon their different application to provide a myriad of necessary connection to other 
existing software. 

 
 

28. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze PASS OPS and 
reference the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical requirements 
other than to interface with Trapeze PASS OPS. Without technical requirements, 
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compliance can result in no integration, which has zero cost, or extensive integration, 
which is very costly. This makes evaluation of proposals subjective. Can Trinity METRO 
please provide the functional requirements associated with interfacing to Trapeze PASS 
OPS?   

 

            Response See question number 28 of this addendum. 
 

1. If not, will Trinity METRO consider removing the Trapeze PASS OPS interface from 
the RFP?  

 

      Response: See question 28 of this addendum. 
 
 

29. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze INFO IVR and 
reference the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical requirements 
other than to interface with Trapeze INFO IVR. Without technical requirements, 
compliance can result in no integration, which has zero cost, or extensive integration, 
which is very costly. This makes evaluation of proposals subjective. Can Trinity METRO 
please provide the functional requirements associated with interfacing to Trapeze INFO 
IVR? See question 5. As pertaining to Trapeze Products 
1. If not, will Trinity METRO consider removing the Trapeze INFO IVR interface from 

the RFP?   

     Response: See question 28 of this addendum. 
 

30. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze INFO WEB and 
reference the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical requirements 
other than to interface with Trapeze INFO WEB. Without technical requirements, 
compliance can result in no integration, which has zero cost, or extensive integration, 
which is very costly. This makes evaluation of proposals subjective. Can Trinity METRO 
please provide the functional requirements associated with interfacing to Trapeze INFO 
WEB? See question 5. As pertaining to Trapeze Products 
1. If not, will Trinity METRO consider removing the Trapeze INFO WEB interface from 

the RFP?  

     Response: See question 28 of this addendum 
 
 

31. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze INFO COM/COM 
WEB and reference the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical 
requirements other than to interface with Trapeze INFO COM/COM WEB. Without 
technical requirements, compliance can result in no integration, which has zero cost, or 
extensive integration, which is very costly. This makes evaluation of proposals 
subjective. Can Trinity METRO please provide the functional requirements associated 
with interfacing to Trapeze INFO COM/COM WEB? See question 5. As pertaining to 
Trapeze Products 
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1. If not, will Trinity METRO consider removing the Trapeze INFO COM/COM WEB 
interface from the RFP?  

 
 
                     Response: See question 28 of this addendum 
 
 

32. EAM – Pre/Post trip inspection integration – last sentence bullet 6. 

 

                    Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze EAM and reference 
the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical requirements other than to 
interface with Trapeze EAM. Without technical requirements, compliance can result in no 
integration, which has zero cost, or extensive integration, which is very costly. This makes 
evaluation of proposals subjective. Can Trinity METRO please provide the functional 
requirements associated with interfacing to Trapeze EAM? See question 5. As pertaining to 
Trapeze Products not, will Trinity METRO consider removing the Trapeze EAM interface 
from the RFP?  

 
 
                Response: See question 28 of this addendum.   
 

33. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze FX/PARATRANSIT 
IVR in the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical requirements other 
than to interface with Trapeze FX/PARATRANSIT IVR. Without technical requirements, 
compliance can result in no integration, which has zero cost, or extensive integration, 
which is very costly. This makes evaluation of proposals subjective. Can Trinity METRO 
please provide the functional requirements associated with interfacing to Trapeze 
FX/PARATRANSIT IVR 

 

      Response: See question 28 of this addendum   pertaining to Trapeze Products 
 

34. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze PLAN in the 
Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical requirements other than to 
interface with Trapeze PLAN. Without technical requirements, compliance can result in 
no integration, which has zero cost, or extensive integration, which is very costly. This 
makes evaluation of proposals subjective. Can Trinity METRO please provide the 
functional requirements associated with interfacing to Trapeze PLAN?  

 

     Response: See question 28 of this addendum. 

 

35. Section 5 requires the new CAD/AVL system to interface with Trapeze Paratransit Web 
Booking Software in the Technical Requirements. However, there are no Technical 
requirements other than to interface with Trapeze Paratransit Web Booking Software. 
Without technical requirements, compliance can result in no integration, which has zero 
cost, or extensive integration, which is very costly. This makes evaluation of proposals 
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subjective. Can Trinity METRO please provide the functional requirements associated 
with interfacing to Trapeze Paratransit Web Booking Software? 

 

       Response:   We currently do not have a Paratransit Web Booking Software. 
 
 

36. Section 5 bullet 5 lists the Sierra Wireless Airlink MG90. The RFP also states that cellular 
must utilize “4G or better LTE service”. Please confirm that the existing Sierra Wireless 
Airlink MG90 is already equipped with a 4G or better cellular modem.  

  

       Response - Yes 

 

1. If not, since Trinity Metro currently owns the MG90, will the agency be responsible 
for upgrading them?   

 

Response – Yes, Trinity Metro will be responsible for upgrading.   

 

Please provide the make and model of the antenna used for cellular connectivity 
to the MG90.   

 

Response: Make: Sierra Wireless, Model: 6-IN-1 Dome Antenna – White, Part # 
60001121 

 

37. Section 5 bullet 5 states that the “Data shall be stored in a current version of the Oracle 
Server Database”, and “The Oracle database shall be ODBC compliant…” 

 

Can you please clarify why an Oracle database is required?   

 

Response: The Oracle database is the application we support. 

 

Can you please confirm that a SQL database-based solution that is compatible 
with your system is also acceptable?  

 

Response: No a SQL database is not compatible with our system. 
 
 

38. Section 5 bullet 6 states “The system shall provide for automatic signing-in of work”. 
Can Trinity METRO please clarify what credentials the operator is to enter into the 
system to perform their sign-in onboard the vehicle?  
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Response: Badge Number, Route Number, Run Number is required for signing in to the 
Farebox so these would be necessary at a minimum. 

 
 

39. Does Trinity METRO desire an IT system solution that will be installed in Trinity METRO’s 
Facility?   

 

      Response – Yes 

 

1. If yes, please confirm that Trinity METRO is responsible for providing a facility with 
suitable services available to support the new IT system including but not limited to, 
space, HVAC, power, etc.  Yes 

                   

                   Response – Yes 
 
 

40. Technical Requirements (Item 1.1.7.9): Can Trinity Metro please provide additional 
information regarding the requirement for “Smart Yard Integration”?   

 

   Response: Bus Location, Operating Status, Fuel and Fluid Status. 

 

1. Does Trinity Metro currently have a yard management system in place?   

 

Response: No 

 

i. If so, what is that solution?  

                  

                     Response:  To be Determined.  

 
 

41. Technical Requirements (Item 1.1.7.11): Can Trinity Metro please confirm that “Trapeze 
Rangers” was listed in this requirement purely as an example of a paratransit MDT and 
that bidders are not required to provide Trapeze Rangers if they have another solution?  

 

Response: Rangers are not an example but are a current component utilized in our 
ACCESS   Fleet.  We are open to other solutions; however, as to what the extent of that 
is, has not been determined.  Any proposal will be considered. 

 
 

42. Technical Requirements (Item 1.1.8.9): Can Trinity Metro please provide define “Healthy 
Bus Data”?  
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Response: Automatic or On Demand Vehicle Diagnostics with threshold alerts sent back 
to Maintenance. 

 

   43. Does Trinity METRO desire an IT system solution that will be installed in Trinity     
METRO’s Facility?   

 

Response – Yes 

 
a. If yes, please confirm that Trinity METRO is responsible for providing a facility with 

suitable services available to support the new IT system including but not limited to, 
space, HVAC, power, etc.   

 
               Response – Yes 
 
 

44. Technical Requirements (Item 1.1.7.9): Can Trinity Metro please provide additional 
information regarding the requirement for “Smart Yard Integration”?   

 
Response: Bus Location, Operating Status, Fuel and Fluid Status 
 
a. Does Trinity Metro currently have a yard management system in place?   

 
Response - No 

i. If so, what is that solution?  
                      
                     Response – To be determined. 
 

45. Technical Requirements (Item 1.1.7.11): Can Trinity Metro please confirm that “Trapeze 
Rangers” was listed in this requirement purely as an example of a paratransit MDT and that 
bidders are not required to provide Trapeze Rangers if they have another solution?  

 
Response: Rangers are not an example but are a current component utilized in our ACCESS 
Fleet.  We are open to other solutions; however, as to what the extent of that is, has not 
been determined.  Any proposal will be considered. 

 
46. Technical Requirements (Item 1.1.8.9): Can Trinity Metro please provide define 

“Healthy Bus Data”?  
 
Response: Automatic or On Demand Vehicle Diagnostics with threshold alerts sent back to 
Maintenance. 
 
 
47.    Page 3: Can Trinity Metro please confirm that there is no Form F9 to return with 
proposals? The numbering skips from F8 to F10. 
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Response: There is not a Form F-9, for completion with this RFP.  

 

48.  Page 12 and Page 16: Should proposal documents follow the outline detailed on Pages 
12-14 or should they follow the Evaluation Criteria, as mentioned on Page 16 (Paragraph 2)? 

 

Response: Respondents may follow either approach when answering questions as long as 
the answers are organized in a clear manor.  

 

49.   Page 14: Should F-15 (Base Price Proposal) be submitted in Section 3 (Forms F1-F15) or 
Section 6 (Fees)? 

 

Response: Respondents should complete the Base Price form, F-15. IF necessary you may 
also reference information in Section 6. 

 
50.  Page 17: Will Trinity Metro be using a formula to calculate the 20-point allocation for 
Price Proposal? 
 
Response: No – the 20 points is assigned by each member of the evaluation team. There is 
not a specific formula for the calculation. 
 

51.  Page 91: Does Trinity Metro desire two references (per the evaluation criteria) or four 
references (per the Form F11)? 
 
Response: Respondents should provide a minimum of two references, may include 
additional references on Form F-11.  
 
 
52. Will the agency be responsible for disposal of any removed items? 
 
Response: This will be an optional service for the Supplier. 
 
 
53. Page 4 (Schedule of Events): Can Trinity Metro please clarify the two demonstration 
dates? (once during the Week of October 14th and again during the Week of October 21, 
2019)? 
 
Response: Trinity Metro was attempting to define when Suppliers might be interviewed, 
since the RFP due date has been extended. We have not determined an 
exact date for presentations. 
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54.  Page 4: With questions due on September 23rd and the proposal submission deadline on 
October 3rd, this does not allow sufficient time to incorporate responses to questions into 
proposals. In order to ensure a comprehensive, accurate proposal, can Trinity Metro please 
extend the proposal submission deadline to be at least four weeks?    
 
 
Response: The due date for the proposals have been extended to October 14, 2019 at 2:00 
P. M. central time.  
 
 

55.    Does Trinity Metro desire a hosted IT solution or an on-premises server 
solution?   
 
Response: No. 
 
 
 
 

              END OF ADDENDUM  


